The Department of Psychology at Trier University, Germany, seeks to fill the position of a

**W3 (Full-) Professor of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy - Methods and Approaches (m/f/d)**

The Department of Psychology at Trier University, Germany, invites applications for the position of a Professor of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy - Methods and Approaches (W3 - Full Professor). The prospective candidate (m/f/d) should do research, teach, and hold examinations in the Department of Psychology covering psychotherapeutic approaches (especially a recognized German guideline approach, Richtlinien-Psychotherapie) as well as current psychotherapeutic methods across all age groups (childhood to old age).

The term methods is understood very broadly and includes both competencies in traditional and new clinical psychotherapeutic methods and integrative approaches for all age groups as well as statistical-methodological skills for translational psychotherapy research (e.g., meta-analyses, network models, machine-learning methods, digital and psychophysiological methods). The Department of Psychology at Trier University is not restricted to any particular psychotherapeutic approach but rather follows a broad research and study concept covering the entire life span.

The prospective candidate is expected to do research and teaching in the field of psychotherapy methods and approaches within the Department of Psychology and to participate in the implementation of the reformed polyvalent BSc Psychology, the MSc in Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy, and the MSc in Psychology. Furthermore, the candidate is expected to establish an interdisciplinary psychotherapy treatment center or a day clinic (Tagesklinik) in cooperation with the other clinical psychological divisions to support the professional training in the MSc program in Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy.

We are looking for an internationally recognized colleague with a well-established national and international network and experience in interdisciplinary cooperation. A doctorate and a postdoctoral lecture qualification (Habilitation or a comparable qualification) in psychology are required. Cooperation with other clinical-psychological and psychology departments as well as other departments at the university and health care centers in the Trier region are expected. Prerequisites are a license to practice and expertise in at least one (recognized) psychotherapy approach (e.g., cognitive-behavioral, psychodynamic, or systemic therapy) for adults and/or children and adolescents.

Active participation in university self-administration and examinations is expected. In addition to meeting general employment-related requirements, the prospective candidate must possess
didactic qualifications and exceptional academic achievements, reflected by the quality of his/her publications and research projects. The official tasks result from the Higher Education Act of Rhineland-Palatinate (§ 48 HochSchG – Higher Education Act). Applicants must meet the general requirements according to public services law and the Higher Education Act of Rhineland-Palatinate (§ 49 HochSchG – Higher Education Act), especially regarding didactic qualification and exceptional academic skills and achievements. We expect the ability to teach in German.

The State of Rhineland-Palatinate and Trier University are committed to intensive personal mentoring for students and, therefore, expect strong presence of teaching staff at the University. Trier University aims to increase the quota of women in research and teaching, and encourages female academics to apply. Disabled candidates with appropriate qualifications will be given priority.

Our department embraces the values of open science and strives for replicable and reproducible research. Applicants are asked to submit the standard documents [motivation letter, curriculum vitae, list of publications, details on acquired third-party grants, list of courses, teaching evaluations, copies of certificates, open science statement] as well as a meaningful concept for research and teaching related to the MSc in Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy in electronic form (in a pdf file) with reference to the job posting to the Dean of Faculty I of the University of Trier, Prof. Dr. Conny Antoni, 54286 Trier, dekanfb1@uni-trier.de, by 17.02.2021.